13. While writing *The Worst Journey in the World*, from whom did Cherry-Garrard get advice and guidance?

________________________________________________________

14. Who was the now reasonably famous actor who portrayed Bernard Day in *Scott of the Antarctic*?

________________________________________________________

15. Scott had several nicknames and *nom de plumes*. Give three of them.

________________________________________________________

16. Scott lived at several addresses in London. Give the street and number of the only one with a “Blue Plaque.”

________________________________________________________

17. Kathleen Scott remarried in 1922. What was her husband’s name?

________________________________________________________
A Scott Quiz

Consult with your table mates. Where names are requested, surnames are sufficient; but if first names are included, this might break a tie.

1. Scott was sent to a cramming school to prepare for the entrance examination for the naval training ship at Dartmouth. Name the school.

________________________________________________________

2. What ship did Scott serve on immediately prior to his appointment as leader of the Discovery expedition?

________________________________________________________

3. Five members of the crew of the Discovery in 1901-03, were also on the Terra Nova in 1910-13. Name as many as you can.

________________________________________________________

4. Who was the Commander of the Terra Nova during the British Antarctic Expedition of 1910-13?

________________________________________________________

5. What was the Terra Nova's final port when leaving for Antarctica?

________________________________________________________

6. What was the previous name of Cape Evans?

________________________________________________________

7. In January 1911, Scott divided the expedition members into three teams. Two of these were the Southern Party and the Eastern (later Northern) Party. What was the third party?

________________________________________________________

8. Who were its six members?

________________________________________________________

9. Lashly and Crean received medals for their efforts in saving the life of Teddy Evans. Name the medal.

________________________________________________________

10. How many Emperor penguin eggs survived from the Winter Journey to Cape Crozier?

________________________________________________________

11. Where are they now?

________________________________________________________

12. Regarding the book Scott's Last Expedition:

Who “arranged” it: ________________________________

Who published it: ________________________________

What was the publisher's address: __________________

Who was the lead publisher related to: ______________

How did he die: _________________________________